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Alexandria an Egyptian large city on the Mediterranean Founded by Alexander
the Great 331 BC.
The city used to be the intellectual and cultural centre of the ancient
Mediterranean world.
From the late 18th century Alexandria became one of the most important
trading centres.
In the 18th and 19th century, a growing wave of immigration to Alexandria
begins
And then starts the cosmopolitan history of the city
Greeks, Italians, Armenians and many nationalities
Participated n building the city which led to its prosperity
After the nationalisation in 1956. The foreign communities began to defoliate
but many Europeans refused to leave
They used to continue their lives there
Today their descendants still in Alexandria despite many changes in the city
They are considering themselves Egyptian
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They have even adopted the Egyptian food culture
00:02:07 00:02:09
Antro : I like Molekhia and Koshary
00:02:10 00:02:12
Marilena:Taro of course
00:02:12 00:02:13
Richard: of course Molekhia
00:02:14 00:02:19
Dimetry: The best food I like is Molekhia, but it should be made by my mum,
the best Molekhia
Several long shots of Alexandria streets and sea/old black &white shots for
Alexandrian foreign families /photos of the protagonists in their childhood/recent
photos of the protagonists in Alexandria/an extreme long shot for Alexandria
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